INTRODUCTION
Hovercraft is an Air cushion vehicle that can move on the water, land, ice. Hovercraft works on the two basic principles lift and thrust. According to Archimedes's principle the pressurized air is greater than the weight of the body its starts to lift [1] . The central fan as shown in Fig.1 is use to obtain the lift by directing proper amount of air downwards. It is able to operate in all types of climates. It is mostly used for transportation purpose. It is also called as 'Air Cushion Vehicle'. To create lift and maintaining stability fan and the skirt of elastic material is used. Forward movement is obtained by air propeller. The air pressure inside the flexible skirt called cushion enables the hovercraft to lift and move smoothly on the various surfaces. The pressure inside the cushion needs to be maintain all the time while lift fan capable to operate in the long duration to ensure hovercraft can move forward at required speed. The pressurized air escaping through passage reduces the friction between the surface that has direct contact with the skirt and thereby can attain higher speeds. Skirt is made of suitable material like fabric, nylon urethane coating, vinyl coated nylon, and neoprene coated nylon. Previously lot much work is done on the various parts like skirt, load distribution, design, cushioning materials etc. our project is in concern with the simulation in order to optimize the lift of the hovercraft. Basic working principle, methodology and component selection as well as its application in transportation is studied [1] . Study of lift system, propelling system, and steering system is done to build a hovercraft. The basic consideration required for the calculations are taken out. Momentum curtain theory and Plenum chamber through which the flow takes place is studied [2] . Details theoretical study is done for successful propulsion of hovercraft. Components, basic functions and calculations of lift system, thrust system, steering system is done to obtain the necessary parameters [3] . Major work on the design of components, selection of skirt materials for cushioning is done. Calculations are done by using simple laws and principles such as Bernoulli's equation, continuity equation [4] .
II.

ANALYTICAL METHOD
Total weight of the hovercraft including weight of the component as well as weight to lift=1 kg [4] . For maximum stability of the hovercraft dimensional parameters are found assuming [4] Length: width=2:1 Height: width=0.7:1 Length=200mm, width=100mm, height=70mm, hover gap (lift) =10mm, diameter of fan = 70mm Perimeter = 2(0. Fig. 2 is made in the CATIA (modeling software). it is simple, common, user-friendly, widely used in the industry. The dimensions are calculated from the basic laws and principles. It also having advantage that it is easy to read CATIA STP files in the Ansys fluent. The capabilities of CATIA and its range allow it to use in the various field of design such as aerospace and many more diverse products.
Simulation Procedure :
For simulation of small scale CAD model of hovercraft as shown in Fig. 2 differential equations (typically the Navier-Stokes equations, the mass and energy conservation equations, and the turbulence equations) are recast in a conservative form, and then solved over discrete control volumes.
Fig.3 Flow chart for CFD analysis
III. CFD MESHING DETAILS Table 1 Detail conditions used in CFD analysis
As shown in Figs.4-5 the basic model is generated in the Ansys fluent by considering the parameters and conditions as shown in the Table 1. The selection of various parameters is based on the model material, type of fluid, boundary conditions. The determination of element size, number of elements is done according to literature. As the software is more versatile, quite accurate to complex solutions Ansys fluent (CFD) is selected to obtain the results. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The objective of this research work is to optimize the lift of hovercraft through proper study of flow, velocity and pressure distribution. The attempt has been made to compare the analytical results with the simulation results as shown in Table2. Velocity of escaping air is obtained at particular location is shown by Fig.6 . This shows the velocity vectors colored by velocity magnitude. The value of velocity for optimum flow is 21 m/s is selected. The Fig.7 shows the path lines colored by velocity magnitude. From Fig. 8 the magnitude of velocity is obtained in the flow field inside the body of the hovercraft. The Fig.9 gives the contours of static pressure. Also other parameters are found out. 
CONCLUSION
From above simulation results we conclude that for given weight of hovercraft the values obtained by simulation are closer to the values obtained from theoretical calculations. From this the best suited dimensions as well as the optimum pressure, velocity, discharge also obtained. The velocity distribution and pressure distribution is also studied. body parts instead of making separately are made integral then the performance of the hovercraft considerably increases by reducing the power consumption. The difference in the numerical values and the analytical values of velocity and pressure is due to air required for cushioning is not considered in the numerical calculations 
